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Abstract 
Strategic innovation networks are formed to through collaboration and joint activities fuel the 

innovation performance and economic growth for the network members and the regions they 

are based in and their presence has been more and more common in recent times. Many 

studies have been made to explore the relations between the innovation performance and the 

network structure and some has suggested commitment as an intermediate variable. The effect 

of expectations on joining such network and especially the fulfillment of those expectations 

has however not been studied. This study explores, on the network level, the relationship 

between expectation gap, structure, commitment and innovation performance. A 

questionnaire was sent to all members of three Swedish strategic innovation networks in 

different industries and regions to collect data to check the relations. The result gives support 

to the results from previous studies with regard to relationship between network structure, 

commitment and innovation performance. Furthermore it indicates there is a negative relation 

between expectation gap and both network structure and commitment. The results of this can 

help network actors realizing the importance of managing expectations rather than 

experiencing the negative effects if they are not fulfilled.  

 

Keywords: Expectation gap, commitment, innovation performance, strategic innovation 

network  
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1 Introduction 

Networks has for many years been a popular area of research, especially on the social and 

organizational level (Granovetter, 1985; Marsden, 1990). On the interorganizational level the 

interest has increased in the later years (Provan et.al., 2007) as has the number of 

interorganizational networks itself (Nooteboom, 2007). Interorganizational networks can be 

called many things, e.g. partnerships, coalitions, strategic alliances, exploration networks or 

collaborative agreements. They can also exist in many different forms with or without binding 

contracts and with different governance models. To explain why there is an interest in 

studying networks Giuliani (2013) states that it has been generally acknowledged that 

member firms of regional cluster networks achieve superior innovation and economic 

performance and further Morgan & Hunt (1994) propose that to be a successful and effective 

competitor at the global level a company needs to take part of interorganizational networks in 

an effective way. 

 

Networks can be started for a specific purpose or they can evolve organically over time.  

Often official bodies are involved in starting the former with the aim to develop the regional 

economy compared to regional clusters that has often evolved gradually over time (Roxenhall, 

2013; Giuliani, 2013). When starting a network for a specific purpose it is of great importance 

to understand how they function to be able to reach those goals. Networks that are formed to 

by collaboration between independent actors develop innovation are called strategic 

innovation networks and that will be the type of network studied in this paper.  

 

Strategic innovation networks are often created and partly financed by entities other than the 

participants that are to form the members of the group. There are many reasons to start such 

networks. First of all, companies participating in a strategic innovation network can by 

combining their resources produce and deliver more complicated products then they can by 

themselves. Furthermore, to continue to be competitive companies need to continuously learn 

new thing and develop their competencies and learning by each other can be a very effective 

way of achieving this. Finally, a common goal for the strategic innovation network is to 

develop new product, service, process and market innovations within the network. 

(Roxenhall, 2013) 

 

The innovation creation is the aim of the network and therefore it is of great interest to find 

out what factors influence innovation performance. Many researchers has pointed to the effect 
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of the network structure on network performance (Giuliani, 2013; Grund, 2012; Gilsing & 

Duysters, 2008; Nooteboom et. al., 2007; Sparrowe et. al., 2001) and the intermediate role of 

network commitment has also been described (Roxenhall, 2011; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

When starting or joining a network all actors have expectations (Andresen, 2011) and the 

fulfillment of those can be expected to have consequences on the outcome of the network. 

Mazuki, Maimun & Siong (2011) has studied the fulfillment of expectations, especially the 

gap between expectations and the outcome, for individual persons and found that expectation 

gaps in regards to an employment have a potentially negative impact on job satisfaction and 

commitment. It would be interesting to investigate if there is an effect of expectation gaps 

also in interorganizational networks and especially strategic innovation networks. Network 

expectation gap is a measure that indicates to what extent the actor’s expectations of the 

network participation has been fulfilled in average across the network. 

 

The research question of this study is: How does network expectation gap, network structure 

and network commitment impact the innovative performance of strategic innovation 

networks? 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the drivers of network innovative performance in 

strategic innovation networks. The drivers that will be examined are network structure, 

network commitment and network expectation gap. The role of network structure and 

commitment has been examined previously but in particular the effect of expectation gaps 

will be studied since this hasn’t previously been done at the network level of 

interorganizational networks, even though studies at the individual level occur (Mazuki, 

Maimun & Siong, 2011). A model will be presented that seeks to explain the relations in a 

visual way. To clarify those relations will increase the understanding of strategic innovation 

networks and by that enable the involved actors to be better equipped to take informed 

decisions in managing the networks against better performance. 

 

Next in section 2 the components will be further described based on the available literature on 

the subject which will be followed by the hypotheses and a conceptual model. In section 3 the 

method to gather the data needed to check the relations of the model will be described. Then 

the results are presented in section 4 before finally the discussion and conclusions are 

presented. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

This study aims at exploring the effect of network expectation gap on the network structure, 

network commitment and network innovation performance. To clarify this relation would 

help network actors to understand and manage expectations to avoid potential negative 

effects. In the following section the factors mentioned will be described. 

 

2.1 Network expectation gap 
Expectation gaps occurs when there is a perceived difference between what one expected to 

get out of something and what actually turned out. Even though expectations are often 

mentioned in network research studies (e.g. Granovetter, 1985; Sparrowe et. al., 2001; 

Andresen, 2011) there has not been much focus on the fulfillment of expectations and the 

consequences of expectation gaps. In a study of the expectation of fresh graduates of their 

first employment Mazuki, Maimun & Siong (2011) found that expectation gaps were common 

and significantly related to job satisfaction as a negative factor. Whether expectation gaps also 

in a network setting will have a negative effect that make actors less keen to take part in 

collaboration with lower commitment and performance as a result will explored in this study. 

 

2.2 Network structure 
The structure of a network could be described by many different dimensions relating to 

everything from the absolute characteristics of the network to the more subjective nuances of 

the individual ties between the network members. The network structure in this study refers to 

the density and centralization of the network to some extent but especially the cognitive 

distance between actors as discussed below. Other dimensions like network size, network 

range and the strength of ties could also be used to describe network structure (Marsden, 

1990) but the before mentioned are the ones that has been most widely used in recent studies 

on interorganizational networks (e.g. Gilsing & Duysters, 2008; Giuliani, 2013; Rost, 2011; 

Roxenhall, 2013). 

 

Network density is a characteristic that describes what level of connectedness the network has 

got as the ratio of the actual number of connections in a network in relation to the maximum 

number of connections possible which is when all members are connected to all other 

members in the network. This measure corresponds to the average number of network ties per 

member (Sparrowe et.al., 2001). A network actor with a large number of ties out of the total 
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possible within the network will have better possibility to access different types of knowledge 

or greater cognitive variety (Gilsing & Duysters, 2008). Density and centralization cannot be 

maximized at the same time since 100% density means that the members has got relationships 

with all other members and no centralization occur. 

 

Network centralization is a characteristic that describes if some members of the network are 

more centrally located within the network relative to other members and corresponds to the 

variance in number network ties per member (Sparrowe et.al., 2001). Whether or not a central 

position is positive for the individual actor or if high centralization in a network is positive is 

much debated. Sparrowe et. al. (2001) found in their study of informal and formal 

relationships within workgroups that individual job performance is positively related to 

centrality in advice networks where people share information and help each other but 

negatively related in hindrance networks where people interfere in each other’s work and 

threats and sabotage occur. To the contrary Grund (2012) found in a study of elite level 

football teams that low centralization is related to better team performance. 

 

Whereas network density and centralization deals with the number of ties or relations within a 

network the cognitive distance is about the strength of the ties. Firms don’t have to have 

common goals to work together but in some way they need to align their motives by to some 

extent sharing organizational focus, which means perception, interpretation and evaluation of 

the organization culture, and the differences in this focus is the cognitive distance between 

firms (Nooteboom et. al., 2007). Gilsing & Duysters (2008) suggest that with increasing 

cognitive distance between firms the strength of the tie needs to be stronger in order to bridge 

this distance, stronger tie can e.g. mean more frequent meetings or over a longer period of 

time. Several studies have identified an inverted u-shaped relationship between cognitive 

distance and innovative performance which indicates that actors with a balanced social capital 

produce most innovation and it’s more beneficial with stronger ties compared to weaker ones 

but ties should not become too strong (Rost, 2011; Nooteboom er. al., 2007). Companies with 

small cognitive distance are too similar to get any synergy effects by working together but as 

the cognitive distance increases the innovative process benefits from the cooperation with 

different perspectives and complementing areas of resources which increases each actors 

knowledge but when the cognitive distance has grown further till it is hardly no common 

ground between the actors they can no longer successfully cooperate to create innovation. 

Furthermore Nooteboom et. al. (2007) argues that homogenous resources, which means a 
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small cognitive distance, is beneficial for incremental innovations whereas heterogeneous 

resources and a bigger cognitive distance is more beneficial when it comes to radical 

innovations. Cooperation in research and development between companies will by itself 

reduce the cognitive distance but also increase the trust between them (Brenner et. al., 2013). 

Network density and centralization are closely linked together but the above discussion 

regarding cognitive distance highlights that it could be argued that the characteristics of the 

ties are more important than the number of ties. As a consequence the dimension network 

cognitive distance will be representing network structure in this study.  

 

2.3 Network commitment 
Commitment in a business relationship has been defined as when one partner feels that the 

relationship is worth working on to make sure it lasts indefinitely then that partner is 

committed (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Roxenhall (2011) identifies affective, calculative and 

normative as the three components of commitment in a study that identifies the intermediate 

role of commitment between network structure and innovation performance.  

 

The affective component of commitment relates much to trust, common values and personal 

relationships, a person with affective commitment wants to maintain the relationship of pure 

emotional reasons without considering the economic effect (Roxenhall, 2011). Trust is in turn 

defined by Morgan & Hunt (1994) as existing when one party is confident with respect to the 

other party’s reliability and integrity. According to Morgan & Hunt (1994) commitment and 

trust develops between companies in dyadic relationship when the provided benefits and 

opportunities are better than alternative relationships, corporate values and standards are high 

and similar between cooperation partners, partners are exchanging valuable information about 

the each other’s performance as well as market intelligence and expectations and finally they 

refuse to take advantage of the partner’s weak position when getting the chance. 

 

The calculative component of commitment means that the committed feels that the economic 

and social cost with ending the relationship is too high and therefore wants to continue with it 

(Roxenhall, 2011).  The calculative component has got a negative and a positive component 

where the negative dimension means social and economic investments will be lost if the 

relationship stops whereas the positive involves a hope for future benefits if the relationship 

holds (Roxenhall, 2011).   
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The normative component of commitment means that the committed party feels obliged by 

social norms, customs and informal rules to maintain the relationship and this effect is 

accentuated by other related parties that expect those common norms to be followed by all 

relevant parties (Roxenhall, 2011).  

 

2.4 Network innovation performance 
One of the reasons to form and take part of a network in general and a strategic innovation 

network in particular is to improve the innovative performance for the individual actors and 

the network as a whole and that leads to the problem of measuring innovation performance. 

Historically patent data is the most common way to measure this performance. To measure 

innovative performance by patents has the benefit that they are the direct output of R&D 

relates to the cumulative process of technological change (Rost, 2011), it is also classified in 

many ways, has been used for many years, shows cooperation and is easily available and 

often at no cost (Brenner & Broeker, 2011).  There are however a number of drawbacks with 

patents; there are big differences in how keen companies are to patent their inventions 

between different industries; many patent has very limited economic impact (Brenner & 

Broeker, 2011). Other means of measuring innovative performance is to count all major 

innovations introduced to the market which in most cases is way too resource demanding and 

by surveys ask the actors of their innovative output which could yield detailed information 

although especially smaller companies might lack detailed records and the answers might be 

biased (Brenner & Broeker, 2011). There is also the possibility to treat all commercialized 

products as innovations and then continue to classify the innovations based on its significance 

and novelty (von Hippel, 1976). 

 

Rost (2011) suggests that for the network actor to come up with the most innovative solutions 

it’s beneficial to have strong ties, with its solidarity and information benefits, and a peripheral 

position within a sparse network, which help to avoid time consuming redundant sources of 

information, but it’s emphasized that the weak network architecture is of no value without the 

strong ties. This is however debated and highly dependent on the type of network and the 

business environment (Roxenhall, 2013).  
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2.5 Relations between factors 
In this final part of the theoretical framework section the relations between the factors will be 

discussed, the hypotheses of this study presented and a conceptual model linking them 

displayed. 

 

As previously mentioned expectation gaps in an organizational network setting has been little 

studied but the relation between individuals expectation gap upon joining an organization and 

their attitude towards the same organization has been the subject of a paper by Mazuki, 

Maimun & Siong (2011). They found a significant negative correlation between expectation 

gap and job satisfaction for fresh graduates at their first employment. Job satisfaction in turn 

can be argued to increase the likelihood to form new connections to coworkers and develop 

relations with shorter cognitive distance, which are dimensions of the structure. How this 

translates to interorganizational connections in strategic innovation networks will be part of 

the result in this study but the basic relation can be expected to be the same which leads to the 

first hypothesis. 

 

H1: Network expectation gap is negatively associated with network structure. 

 

The relation between expectation gap for fresh graduates and their commitment towards their 

first employer has been studied by Mazuki, Maimun & Siong (2011) although they didn’t 

found any significant correlation. Commitment itself, especially the calculative dimension, 

can be said to be based to a large extent on expectations on the future (Roxenhall, 2011) and 

one can argue that if those expectation were not to be fulfilled it would lead to a decrease in 

commitment. This assumption will be tested in a strategic innovation network setting with the 

following being the second hypothesis of this paper. 

 

H2: Network expectation gap is negatively associated with network commitment. 

 

Roxenhall (2011) identifies the intermediate role of commitment between network structure 

and innovation performance for strategic innovation networks in an exploratory study. This 

study will seek to verify that, to a large extent, qualitatively deducted relations on a bigger 

sample. Giuliani also (2013) finds that cohesion effects, which includes the willingness to 

return favors and that share some common ground with commitment, is related to increased 
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density in the core of interorganizational networks.  Based on this the third hypothesis of this 

study is expressed. 

 

H3: Network structure is positively associated with network commitment. 

 

The relation between network structure and network innovation performance is based on the 

notion by Roxenhall (2011) that commitment is an intermediate factor between network 

structure and innovation performance as discussed in the previous paragraph. It can also be 

argued that commitment and performance in general is intuitively connected, a person can be 

expected to be more likely to succeed with a task if the person feels committed to either the 

outcome of the task or the others that are affected by it. This leads to the fourth and final 

hypothesis of this thesis. 

 

H4: Network commitment is positively associated with network innovation performance. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Conceptual model. 

 

In figure 1 above the building blocks and their respective relations are presented in a 

conceptual model. The model shows the main building blocks network expectation gap, 

network structure, network commitment and network innovation performance. The arrow and 

the label next to it indicate the direction of the relation and connect it to the corresponding 

hypothesis described above. This model illustrates what will be tested in the remainder of this 

paper. 
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3 Method 

The main method used in this study to test the model was a survey through a questionnaire. 

To use a questionnaire is an effective way to reach many respondents in a short period of 

time. Especially when it is web based and the answers automatically compiled in a 

spreadsheet a large number of respondents can be reached and data compiled at low marginal 

cost in terms of time.  This can be compared e.g. with personal interviews as the chosen 

method where each extra respondent consumes a lot of time both in preparation and 

interpretation which means a high marginal cost. That makes a questionnaire suitable for 

quantifiable studies where a large number of respondents are required. There are some 

drawbacks with questionnaires as well. Since the respondents answers by their own without 

assistance the exact wording of each question is important to avoid bias and ambiguity. Also 

the fact that the questionnaire is web based limits the sample to respondents with internet 

access but that should not have any effect in this study since it is approaching respondents that 

are part of networks whose ways of communication are already web based to a large extent. 

 

3.1 The sample 
The questionnaire was sent by email to all members of three strategic innovation networks 

that are all based in Sweden. The strategic networks were chosen based on a report from a 

Swedish authority listing network initiatives in Sweden (Nordensky, 2009). From the 

networks listed in the report all that didn’t showed contact information to its members were 

initially excluded. From the remaining networks all that seemingly could be categorized as 

strategic innovation networks were included as they appeared to represent different industries 

as well as different regions within Sweden.  

 

The contact information to the members was gathered on the official homepages of the 

networks. In total the invite was sent to 559 different companies and organizations. All three 

networks are administrated through a hub network organization with own employees which is 

paid for partly by the members themselves and partly by different regional as well as national 

and international funding. The hub organizations were informed that the questionnaire was 

sent out but not involved in any other way. Both the hub organizations and the individual 

members have been guaranteed anonymity in the study but below the three hub organizations 

are briefly described in general terms. 
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Network A is based in the IT and telecom sector in the region around a middle sized Swedish 

town. On the official homepage around 100 member companies are listed. Through joint 

marketing, projects and networking the network will aim at economic growth in the region for 

the member companies. 

 

Network B is based in the pulp and paper technology industry in the region around a middle 

sized Swedish town. They have around 100 members listed on their homepage but claim to 

have around 200 members with more than 10000 employees between them. The aim of the 

organization is to develop cooperation, networking and coordination among the members but 

also includes project development, marketing and regional growth. 

 

Network C is based in the media industry in one of the Swedish regions with the biggest 

population. The aim of the network is innovation and economic growth for the members 

through networking, competency development and the development of new markets. The 

network organization has got more than 350 members listed on their homepage. 

 

All three networks have members that range from public institutions, old international 

companies with thousands of employees to small one person companies. In general network C 

has the biggest proportion of small companies whereas network B to a large extent consist of 

old stable companies within the Swedish base industry. As the sample was based on a report 

from 2009 all networks has been active for a minimum of five years which means they are 

established and can be expected be over the startup phase when things often can be unclear 

since nothing is established. 

 

3.2 The questionnaire design 
The questionnaire consisted of 34 questions in total, see Table 1 below. Since all networks 

organizations whose members were invited to answer the questionnaire are based in Sweden 

the questionnaire were written in Swedish which means the questions in this text are 

translated.  
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Table 1 – The questionnaire translated to English. 

 
What company are you representing? 

  
  

1:a 
When we joined the network we expected to get access to information and 
knowledge. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:b When we joined the network we expected to get new professional contacts. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:c When we joined the network we expected to take part in collaboration projects. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:d 
When we joined the network we expected to take part in creative development 
processes. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:e 
When we joined the network we expected to develop new products, services, 
processes and markets. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:f 
When we joined the network we expected to learn from each other and 
exchange experiences. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:g 
When we joined the network we expected to get support and someone to talk 
to. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

1:h When we joined the network we expected to benefit from joint marketing. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

2 
Our expectations on the network membership have been fulfilled to a large 
extent. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

3 Altogether we are happy with our membership in the network today. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

4 It feels right to continue the relationship with the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

5 We feel strongly associated with the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

6 We have positive feelings for the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

7 The network problems almost feel like our own problems. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

8 We want to be part of the network since it is good for our business. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

9 We want to be part of the network because we expect future profits. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

10 
We want to continue to be part of the network since we have spent so much 
time and money on it. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

11 
We want to continue to be part of the network since we lack other good 
options. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

12 We feel we ought to continue to be part of the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

13 The network expects us to continue to take part of it. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

14 It’s our duty to continue to be a part of the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

15 
We want to continue to be part of the network because it sends the right signals 
to our customers, suppliers and other business partners. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

16 1Since the network supports us we of course support the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

17 
Our corporate culture is well aligned with the corporate culture of the network 
members we collaborate with the most. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

18 Our corporate culture is well aligned with the culture of the network. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

19 
Our goals and objectives are well aligned with the goals and objectives of the 
network. 

1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

20 Our company values are well aligned with the network values. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

21 Our company is dominated by economists and social scientists. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

22 Our company is dominated by technicians, engineers and scientists. 
1 - totally 
disagree 2 3 4 5 

6 - totally 
agree 

23 What members of the network are you collaborating with? 
 

24 
The number of new products and services we have developed thanks to the 
network membership. 0 1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8 9 or more 

25 
The number of new processes we have developed thanks to the network 
membership. 0 1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8 9 or more 

26 
The number of new markets we have developed thanks to the network 
membership. 0 1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8 9 or more 
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Most of the questions were constructed as statements where the respondent could choose an 

answer on a scale from 1 to 6 where 1 meant “totally disagree” and 6 meant “totally agree”. 

This type of questions gives the possibility to quantify the answers compared to open 

questions which most often limits the analysis to a qualitative one. No “Not applicable” or “I 

don’t know” option was provided and the reason for that was to encourage the respondent to 

pick the option that fits best although it was possible to submit the answer without filling in 

anything. For the same reason an even number was chosen for the scale, otherwise it’s 

tempting to choose the middle answer which means either for or against and an easy way out. 

 

The first question where the respondent is asked to state company name was used for control 

purposes only. In the invitation to the questionnaire the anonymity of both the network 

organizations and the participating members were guaranteed. Accordingly no names of either 

network organizations or companies will be written out in this report. The questions 1:a to 1:h 

are exploring the expectation in different areas that the companies had when joining the 

network. Question 2 investigates the fulfillment of those expectations and together 1 and 2 are 

used to calculate the expectation gap. 

 

The network structure components are explored using questions 17 to 20 and 23 but where the 

latter is included for reference. Question 23 is an open question where the respondent was 

asked to list the companies that they were involved in collaboration with, a link to the member 

list on the respective network organization homepage was included here as support. Another 

alternative would be to list all network members and ask the respondent to mark the 

collaboration partners but since some networks has many hundred members so that option 

was not seen as practically possible. The question was open also in the sense that it was not 

defined what type collaboration that was referred to. This was both to keep it simple and due 

to the fact that the types of collaboration can differ between industries and networks. The 

number of ties to other network members can be used to calculate the network density and 

centralization. Question 17 to 20 was about culture, values and objectives and aimed at 

capturing the cognitive distance component which represents network structure in this study. 

 

Question 4 to 16 are about network commitment where 4 to 7 investigates the affective 

component, 8 to 11 the calculative component and 12 to 16 the normative component. The 

questions regarding commitment are based on a survey done by Roxenhall (2011). Network 
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innovation performance was covered by question 24 to 26. Those questions differed from the 

rest of the questions, the respondent were asked to state how many innovations they had 

developed thanks to the network membership in the categories products and services, 

processes and markets respectively. Question 3, which regards to general satisfaction with the 

network membership, and question 21 and 22, which ask about dominant category of 

employees in the companies, are not related to any specific category in the model but was 

included for reference since differences here possibly can used to explain differences in 

answers elsewhere. 

 

3.3 Statistics of the questionnaire answers 
The responses were gathered during two weeks in the middle of December. An invitation was 

sent that described the purpose with the study and with a link to the questionnaire. One 

reminder was sent. Different questionnaires were used for each network to be able to separate 

the answers but the questions were identical. December is a busy period for a lot of people 

and two weeks is a relatively short time to gather the responses which could both have 

impacted the response rate negatively. A large number of automatic replies where received 

about contact persons being on leave for different reasons. Where a reference to an alternative 

person was stated the invite was forwarded to that person. Around 25 of the contacts couldn’t 

be reached or answered that they were no longer working for the company or that the 

company left the network which indicates the member list on the homepage were not always 

up to date. 

 

Of the submitted answers all but one could be used in the analysis, the excluded answer was 

posted a second time by the same company with only the first few questions answered. 

Altogether 150 answers were used in the analysis which gives a total response rate of 27%. 

The response rates ranged between 38% and 24% for the three network organizations. What 

response rates that can be expected differ a lot between different studies. According to Baruch 

(1999) questionnaires aiming at top managers will yield lower response rates than 

questionnaires aiming at lower level professionals, with the former group averaging around 

35% and the later 60% but with large deviations in both categories. In a later comparative 

study of response rates (Kaplovitz et.al., 2004) that also included web based questionnaires all 

response rates ranged between 20.7% and 31.5%. This indicates that the response rate in this 

study is acceptable and in line with what could be expected. 
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Almost all respondents completed all multiple choice questions and most filled in their 

company name but a large proportion of the respondents didn’t fill in what companies they 

collaborate with, question 23. For those who did answer the question many of the 

collaboration partners that were mentioned didn’t in turn fill in the question themselves which 

indicates that a blank answer cannot be perceived as if there are no collaborations. Other 

reasons could be that the respondents didn’t want to spend the time to think through their 

situation and fill in the answer or that they didn’t want to share that information.  

 

In table 2 to table 5 below the mean values and standard deviations for the answers of the 

questionnaires are presented. Mean values as well as standard deviations are shown for each 

network individually, for all companies combined and between the networks. A mean of 3.5 is 

exactly in between 1 and 6 and where you cannot decide if the respondents as a group are 

either for or against the statement in question. The numbers on top of the columns 

corresponds to the questions in table 1 and the rest will be further explained below table by 

table.  

 

In table 2 below the mE column is calculated from the means of the answers of question 1:a to 

1:h. The mE column will be analysed as a control variable but not part of the results of the 

study. The EG column represents the expectation gap and is calculated from question 2. The 

answers in question 2 is subtracted from 7 which means the answer “6” on question 2 will be 

a “1” when calculating the EG column and so on. 

 
Table 2 - Mean values and standard deviations for expectation and expectation gap. 

  1:a 1:b 1:c 1:d 1:e 1:f 1:g 1:h mE 2 EG 

Mean value network A 4,55 5,21 3,84 3,16 2,76 3,97 2,89 3,66 3,76 3,74 3,26 

Mean value network B 4,73 5,04 4,19 3,81 3,19 4,40 3,42 3,15 3,99 3,88 3,12 

Mean value network C 4,69 5,24 3,94 3,63 3,26 4,27 3,04 2,90 3,87 3,52 3,52 

Mean value all companies 4,66 5,20 3,96 3,54 3,12 4,22 3,07 3,13 3,87 3,64 3,39 

Mean value between networks 4,66 5,16 3,99 3,53 3,07 4,21 3,12 3,24 3,88 3,71 3,30 

Standard deviation network A 1,41 1,07 1,20 1,40 1,53 1,30 1,30 1,56 0,82 1,35 1,35 

Standard deviation network B 1,15 1,11 1,36 1,30 1,13 1,32 1,68 1,57 0,86 1,18 1,18 

Standard deviation network C 1,37 1,13 1,39 1,50 1,49 1,40 1,54 1,53 0,96 1,21 1,26 

Standard deviation all companies 1,34 1,11 1,34 1,45 1,45 1,36 1,51 1,57 0,91 1,24 1,27 

Standard deviation between networks 0,09 0,11 0,18 0,33 0,27 0,22 0,28 0,39 0,11 0,18 0,21 
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Table 3 below presents the mean values and standard deviations for the answers of the 

questions related to commitment. The mAC column is calculated from the mean values of the 

questions on the affective commitment component, questions 4 to 7. The same way the mCC 

column corresponds to the calculative commitment component, questions 8 to 11, and mNC 

to the normative commitment component, questions 12 to 16. The mC column is calculated 

based on the mean of all commitment questions. The commitment in general seems not to 

differ so much between networks but network C is the one with least commitment for all three 

components. None of the means differ much from the middle value of 3.5. 

 
Table 3 - Mean values and standard deviations for network commitment. 

  4 5 6 7 mAC 8 9 10 11 mCC 12 13 14 15 16 mNC mC 

Mean value network A 4,38 3,18 4,39 2,37 3,58 3,95 3,68 2,22 2,76 3,15 4,42 3,41 2,41 3,84 3,95 3,61 3,45 

Mean value network B 4,35 3,92 4,42 2,42 3,78 3,68 3,62 2,58 2,24 3,03 4,15 4,08 2,27 4,24 3,80 3,72 3,51 

Mean value network C 4,12 2,72 4,10 1,93 3,22 3,27 3,00 1,92 2,60 2,69 3,99 2,67 1,74 3,59 3,38 3,08 2,99 
Mean value all 
companies 4,22 3,05 4,23 2,13 3,41 3,51 3,28 2,11 2,58 2,87 4,13 3,10 2,00 3,77 3,60 3,32 3,20 
Mean value between 
networks 4,28 3,27 4,31 2,24 3,53 3,63 3,43 2,24 2,53 2,96 4,19 3,39 2,14 3,89 3,71 3,47 3,32 
Standard deviation 
network A 1,48 1,50 1,35 1,50 1,20 1,56 1,27 1,38 1,51 0,98 1,31 1,57 1,40 1,39 1,49 0,81 0,73 
Standard deviation 
network B 1,50 1,57 1,30 1,53 1,29 1,55 1,60 1,21 1,54 0,97 1,54 1,74 1,61 1,23 1,68 1,05 0,87 
Standard deviation 
network C 1,50 1,22 1,18 1,07 1,01 1,48 1,57 1,13 1,56 1,02 1,47 1,63 1,42 1,49 1,48 1,08 0,89 
Standard deviation all 
companies 1,49 1,43 1,24 1,29 1,13 1,53 1,53 1,23 1,54 1,02 1,44 1,71 1,47 1,44 1,53 1,05 0,88 
Standard deviation 
between networks 0,14 0,61 0,18 0,27 0,28 0,34 0,37 0,33 0,27 0,24 0,22 0,70 0,35 0,33 0,29 0,35 0,28 

 

Table 4 below presents the mean values and standard deviations for the answers of the 

questions related to cognitive distance and innovation performance. The mCD column is 

calculated from the mean values of the questions related to cognitive distance, questions 17 to 

20. The questions related to innovation performance were having different options then the 

rest with number of innovations within a span being the possible choices. To be able to 

analyze those responses the answers has been transformed to a number and the result shown 

in column 24”, 25” and 26” are transformed from question 24, 25 and 26 respectively. If “0” 

was answered as number of innovations it was transformed to “1”, “1 – 2” became “2”, “3 – 

4” became “3”, “5 – 6” became “4”, “7 – 8” became “5” and finally “9 or more” were 

transformed to “6”. As shown below the number of innovations due to the network 

membership seems to be low with all means between 1.15 and 1.54. With that said one should 

keep in mind that just one innovation might be enough to justify the membership and mean 

earnings for years to come. 
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Table 4 - Mean values and standard deviations for network cognitive distance and innovation performance. 

  17 18 19 20 mCD 24" 25" 26" mIP 

Mean value network A 3,41 3,51 3,43 3,92 3,57 1,45 1,27 1,47 1,39 

Mean value network B 3,58 3,54 3,27 3,65 3,51 1,54 1,23 1,15 1,31 

Mean value network C 3,31 3,38 3,24 3,65 3,40 1,33 1,42 1,32 1,36 

Mean value all companies 3,38 3,44 3,29 3,72 3,46 1,40 1,35 1,33 1,36 

Mean value between networks 3,43 3,48 3,31 3,74 3,49 1,44 1,31 1,32 1,35 

Standard deviation network A 1,38 1,41 1,37 1,16 1,10 0,69 0,51 0,60 0,51 

Standard deviation network B 1,17 1,30 1,28 1,32 0,93 1,07 0,43 0,46 0,52 

Standard deviation network C 1,43 1,41 1,40 1,29 1,16 0,73 0,66 0,58 0,54 

Standard deviation all companies 1,37 1,39 1,37 1,26 1,10 0,79 0,59 0,57 0,52 

Standard deviation between networks 0,14 0,08 0,10 0,15 0,08 0,10 0,10 0,16 0,04 

 

Table 5 below presents the mean values and standard deviations for the answers of the 

questions related to general satisfaction with the network membership and the control 

questions for characteristics of the dominant employee category. The results shows a mean of 

3,63 for all respondents on question 3 which indicates that in general the members somewhat 

agrees that they are happy with their membership in the network and there are no big 

differences between the networks. On question 21 and 22 the differences are bigger with a 

result that confirms that network A and B are more dominated of technicians and engineers 

than network C. 

 
Table 5 - Mean values and standard deviations for general satisfaction and company workforce characteristics. 

  3 21 22 

Mean value network A 3,74 1,37 4,53 

Mean value network B 3,80 1,35 4,77 

Mean value network C 3,54 1,76 2,42 

Mean value all companies 3,63 1,59 3,36 

Mean value between networks 3,69 1,49 3,90 

Standard deviation network A 1,33 1,00 2,06 

Standard deviation network B 1,29 0,89 1,58 

Standard deviation network C 1,34 1,45 1,86 

Standard deviation all companies 1,32 1,27 2,16 

Standard deviation between networks 0,14 0,24 1,29 
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To make sure to get valid results all questions in the questionnaire are based on the available 

literature to as accurately as possible catch the intended dimension. Furthermore this makes it 

easier to compare results between studies. The validity of the test is sensitive to small changes 

in wording so care has been taken to every word in the questions to avoid ambiguity. Some 

words can be interpreted in different ways and definitions in the questionnaire can solve that 

but at the same time it is feasible to keep the questions short and simple so you have to 

compromise. Too much text can make people lose interest and in the worst case add 

confusion.  

 

All questions of the questionnaire as well as the results of every single question have been 

presented in this section of the paper. This eases the process to follow each step of the 

analysis and makes it possible to test the reliability of the study.  

 

In the next step the results were analyzed in a correlation analysis. A correlation coefficient 

larger than 0.5 is an indication of a valid relation and the sign specifies whether the relation is 

positive or negative. A “*” behind the correlation coefficient indicates that the correlation is 

significant at the 0.01 level and “**” behind the correlation coefficient indicates that the 

correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. 
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4 Results 

The variables and the relations between them presented in the model in figure 1 where further 

analyzed using SPSS. A correlation analysis was performed where all variables from the 

conceptual model were analyzed against each other. For each pair of variables the 

corresponding values for each respondent is compared with the paired values from the other 

respondents. The four main variables are expectation gap, cognitive distance, commitment 

and innovation performance. The correlation analysis was done separately for the three 

networks and for all companies combined and the results are presented below in table 6 to 

table 9.  

 

 
Table 6- Correlation between variables for network A. 

Network A I II III IV 

I Expectation gap 
Pearson Correlation 1       
Sig. (2-tailed)         
N 38       

II Commitment 
Pearson Correlation -,706** 1     
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000       
N 38 38     

III Cognitive distance 
Pearson Correlation -,707** ,825** 1   
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000     
N 37 37 37   

IV Innovation performance 
Pearson Correlation -,380* ,507** ,489** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,019 ,001 ,002   
N 38 38 37 38 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).   

 

 

In table 6 for network A above all the relations indicated in the model seems to be present 

with the predicted sign.  Four relations has got a correlation coefficient above 0,5 and that are 

the four relations predicted in the conceptual model, all of them on the 0.05 significance level.  
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Table 7 - Correlation between variables for network B. 

Network B I II III IV 

I Expectation gap 
Pearson Correlation 1       
Sig. (2-tailed)         
N 26       

II Commitment 
Pearson Correlation -,635** 1     
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000       
N 26 26     

III Cognitive distance 
Pearson Correlation -,451* ,818** 1   
Sig. (2-tailed) ,021 ,000     
N 26 26 26   

IV Innovation performance 
Pearson Correlation -,412* ,309 ,266 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,036 ,124 ,189   
N 26 26 26 26 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).   
 

In table 7 for network B above the relations are not as clear as for network A but the pattern is 

the same. Network commitment seems to have a correlated relation with both cognitive 

distance and expectation gap on the 0.05 significance level.  

 
Table 8 - Correlation between variables for network C. 

Network C I II III IV 

I Expectation gap 
Pearson Correlation 1       
Sig. (2-tailed)         
N 86       

II Commitment 
Pearson Correlation -,607** 1     
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000       
N 86 86     

III Cognitive distance 
Pearson Correlation -,362** ,654** 1   
Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,000     
N 84 84 84   

IV Innovation performance 
Pearson Correlation -,319** ,285** ,244* 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,003 ,008 ,026   
N 85 85 83 85 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
  

In table 8 for network C above the pattern is once again the same as for the other networks but 

the relations are even weaker. Network commitment seems to have a correlated association to 

both expectation gap and cognitive distance here as well but the other relations are not so 

strong.  
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Table 9 - Correlation between the variables for all companies combined. 

All companies I II III IV V VI VII 

I Expectation gap 

Pearson 
Correlation 1             

Sig. (2-tailed)               
N 150             

II Commitment 

Pearson 
Correlation -,636** 1           

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000             
N 150 150           

III Cognitive 
distance 

Pearson 
Correlation -,468** ,701** 1         

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000           
N 147 147 147         

IV Innovation 
performance 

Pearson 
Correlation -,343** ,321** ,307** 1       

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000         
N 149 149 146 149       

V Affective 

Pearson 
Correlation -,723** ,875** ,646** ,323** 1     

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000       
N 150 150 147 149 150     

VI Normative 

Pearson 
Correlation -,497** ,829** ,582** ,224** ,636** 1   

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,006 ,000     
N 150 150 147 149 150 150   

VI Calculative 

Pearson 
Correlation -,331** ,763** ,499** ,240** ,498** ,409** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,003 ,000 ,000   
N 150 150 147 149 150 150 150 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).         
 

In table 9 above based on the answers of all respondents in all three networks the results of 

this study are summarized. In addition to the four main variables this analysis included the 

dimensions of network commitment separately for reference due to the central location of 

network commitment in the conceptual model. As for network B and C the only main 

variables significantly correlated with a correlation coefficient above 0.5 is network 

commitment to both expectation gap and cognitive distance. Among the dimensions of 

commitment the affective dimension seems to be the one with the strongest correlation to 

cognitive distance and expectation gap. Below the fulfillment of the hypotheses presented in 

the theoretical framework will be presented. 

 

H1: Network expectation gap is negatively associated with network structure. 

 

This relation is significant in all networks and for all companies combined even though the 

correlation coefficient is only greater than 0.5 in network A. Taken together this study gives 
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support to H1 which means network expectation gap has a negative impact on the network 

structure and makes the cognitive distances smaller. 

 

H2: Network expectation gap is negatively associated with network commitment. 

 

The relation between network expectation gap and network commitment is negatively 

correlated at a significant level for all networks and for companies combined and in addition 

with all correlation coefficients above 0.5. This means that this study gives strong support to 

H2. 

 

H3: Network structure is positively associated with network commitment. 

 

The relation between network structure and network commitment is positively correlated at a 

significant level for all networks and for all companies combined at significant levels. The 

correlation coefficients are all above 0.5 showing the strongest relations of this study among 

the main variables. Taken together this study gives strong support for H3. 

 

H4: Network commitment is positively associated with network innovation performance. 

 

For network A there is a significant positive correlation with a correlation coefficient above 

0.5 between network commitment and network innovation performance. All networks and all 

companies combined show a positive relation and for all but network B the result is 

significant even though only network A can show a correlation coefficient above 0.5. This 

study gives some support to H4.  
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5 Discussion and Conclusion 

To summarize the results above the study gives some to strong support to all four hypotheses 

presented in section 2 and the conceptual model in figure 1. The predicted sign of the relation 

for all relations and the significance level were satisfactory but correlation coefficient was not 

particularly high. Except for the role of network commitment where the evidence were strong 

to support its intermediate role suggested by Roxenhall (2011). Except for network A the 

result did not show high correlation for innovation performance against any of the other 

variables. The number of innovations where in general relatively low among the respondents 

resulting in a small spread which makes it harder to detect clear patterns. This might be 

improved by alternative ways of measuring innovation, e.g. by asking the respondent to rank 

the impact the network membership has got on the innovation performance of the 

organization. 

    

The same pattern appeared for all three networks but the relations were in general stronger for 

network A. Network C gave the weakest support for the hypotheses. Maybe a reason could be 

that network C is a much bigger network in terms of number of members and also a large 

proportion of the members seems to be small with just one or a few employees. That should 

be compared to well established companies with hundreds of employees in a mature industry 

and there are a lot of factors that might explain the difference. 

 

The timeframe of this thesis prompted a cross sectional study. The effect of network 

expectation gaps is likely to decrease by time so it would be interesting to do a longitudinal 

study to further investigate this aspect. Another limitation with this study is that the sample is 

located in Sweden alone. One could expect similar results in neighboring countries but to 

verify this and especially to test the model in different business environments and cultures 

would be an interesting follow up study. 

 

This study confirms that expectations gaps have a negative effect on the performance of the 

network which highlights the importance for the hub organizations of strategic innovation 

networks to manage expectation. An interesting observation from the result is that there is no 

strong relation between expectations and expectation gaps. The level of expectation in general 

seems to have little effect on any of the other variables. That indicates that it can be unwise to 

talk up the expectations of becoming a member and instead focus on keeping the expectations 

at a realistic level to avoid expectation gaps, or unfulfilled expectations, which are shown 
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above to have potential negative impact. Other than that it’s outside the scope of this study to 

suggest how to managing expectations but a good starting point would be to continuously talk 

to current and prospective members about it. What does the hub organization expect and how 

is that aligned with what the members expect? To establish the goals and objectives and how 

they are going to be reached seams crucial and failing to manage this might get poor results as 

a consequence. What goes around comes around. 
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